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Transfer matrix method applied to the parallel assembly of sound
absorbing materials
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GAUS, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Universit�e de Sherbrooke (Qc), J1K 2R1, Canada

Thomas Dupont and Philippe Leclaire
DRIVE, ISAT, Universit�e de Bourgogne, 49 Rue Mademoiselle Bourgeois, 58027 Nevers Cedex, France

The transfer matrix method (TMM) is used conventionally to predict the acoustic properties of laterally infinite homogeneous

layers assembled in series to form a multilayer. In this work, a parallel assembly process of transfer matrices is used to model

heterogeneous materials such as patchworks, acoustic mosaics, or a collection of acoustic elements in parallel. In this method,

it is assumed that each parallel element can be modeled by a 2 � 2 transfer matrix, and no diffusion exists between elements.

The resulting transfer matrix of the parallel assembly is also a 2 � 2 matrix that can be assembled in series with the classical

TMM. The method is validated by comparison with finite element (FE) simulations and acoustical tube measurements on

different parallel/series configurations at normal and oblique incidence. The comparisons are in terms of sound absorption

coefficient and transmission loss on experimental and simulated data and published data, notably published data on a parallel

array of resonators. From these comparisons, the limitations of the method are discussed. Finally, applications to three-

dimensional geometries are studied, where the geometries are discretized as in a FE concept. Compared to FE simulations, the

extended TMM yields similar results with a trivial computation time.

I. INTRODUCTION

In our modern society, noise pollution is a serious con-

cern as it has a profound impact on the economy, health, and

productivity. Thus, the need to reduce noise has led to the

development of a wide range of sound barriers and/or

absorbing materials. Among the most used sound-absorbing

materials, porous materials exhibit, in general, fairly high

sound absorption coefficients. However, their acoustic per-

formances are highly dependent upon frequency and are still

poor at low frequency. To overcome this problem, different

porous materials can be stacked to obtain porous multilay-

ered materials. Knowing the properties of each layer, the

acoustical behavior of multilayered materials can easily be

predicted using the transfer matrix method (TMM) for mate-

rials stacked in series.1 In contrast, for parallel stacking of

materials, the Finite Element Method (FEM) is the most gen-

eral approach to derive acoustic properties. For instance, the

acoustic properties of micro-perforated panels (MPPs) with

different parallel cavity sizes,2 parallel tubes in mufflers,3

parallel periodic structures,4,5 and parallel assembly of po-

rous material6 can be obtained using FEM simulations or an-

alytical models developed for specific cases and, therefore,

limited to few applications and difficult to generalize. As far

as we know, no study has been published yet using TMM for

deriving the acoustic properties of multilayered materials

made of parallel stacking of various materials and structures.

In electrical engineering, transfer matrices are widely used

to model portions of circuits that are connected together.

Transfer matrices are not only used to describe series and

parallel circuits but combinations of these matrices are fre-

quently used to solve various problems.7

The aim of this paper is to give an extension of the

TMM to account for the assembly of materials (or acoustic

elements) in parallel and series and not in series only. In this

work, the parallel arrangement is also referred to as patch-

work or acoustic mosaic and its development is based on a

method reported in the literature to simulate dead-end pores

in aluminum foams.8 The proposed method is generalized

and validated through examples and its limits are discussed

and applied to complex three-dimensional (3D) geometries.

II. THEORY

The TMM is regarded as a powerful method to predict

sound absorption and sound transmission of multilayered mate-

rials.1 It is mainly used to obtain the sound absorption coeffi-

cient and transmission loss of assemblies consisting of laterally

infinite and homogeneous material layers stacked in series.

In this work, a method for assembling transfer matrices

of elements stacked in parallel is developed. This parallel

arrangement of elements is also referred to as a patchwork

construction or an acoustic mosaic. An example is shown in

Fig. 1. The construction is defined by a periodic elementary

patchwork shown in bold in Fig. 1. The key assumptions

underlying the method are: (1) Only plane waves propagate

upstream and downstream of the construction; (2) only normal

incidence plane waves propagate in the construction; (3) no
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pressure diffusion exists between adjacent parallel elements,

(4) the wavelength is much larger than the periodic elemen-

tary patchwork, and (5) each element can be represented by a

2� 2 transfer matrix. Following the latter assumption, ele-

ments could be either perforated plates, fluids, porous materi-

als modeled as equivalent fluids,9 a serial assembly of the

aforementioned elements, a measured 2� 2 transfer matrix,10

or whatever that can be expressed by a 2� 2 transfer matrix.

The two-dimensional (2D) schematic representation of

the studied parallel construction is depicted in Fig. 2. It con-

sists of the stacking of N elements arranged in parallel sepa-

rating two air domains. Following assumption (2), each

element may be seen as being locally reacting and a wave-

guide along the x axis. Each element can consist of a single

material or a stack of materials in series. To link the acoustic

pressures P and the x-component U of the acoustic velocities

in the air on either side of element i, the following 2� 2

transfer matrix relation is used:

PðMiÞ
UðMiÞ

� �
¼ Ti

PðM0iÞ
UðM0iÞ

� �
¼

ti;11 ti;12

ti;21 ti;22

� �
PðM0iÞ
UðM0iÞ

� �
;

(1)

where ti,mn are the coefficients of transfer matrix Ti.

Assuming element i is a rigid frame open cell porous ele-

ment of thickness h, the transfer matrix would be given by1

Ti ¼
cosðkeq;ihÞ jZceq;isinðkeq;ihÞ

j
1

Zceq;i
sinðkeq;ihÞ cosðkeq;ihÞ

2
4

3
5; (2)

where j2¼�1, and Zceq,i and keq,i are the characteristic imped-

ance and wave number of the equivalent fluid element—to be

distinguished from the characteristic impedance Zc,i of the fluid

phase.9 The relation between both impedances is

Zceq,i¼ Zc,i//i, where /i is the open porosity of the element. It

is worth mentioning that Eq. (2) assumes propagation parallel

to the element axis to conform to assumption (2).

Since the elements are in parallel, it is more convenient

to work with admittances. Consequently, Eq. (1) can be writ-

ten in terms of an admittance matrix Yi as follows:

UðMiÞ
UðM0iÞ

� �
¼ Yi

PðMiÞ
PðM0iÞ

� �
; (3)

with

Yi ¼
yi;11 yi;12

yi;21 yi;22

� �
¼ 1

ti;12

ti;22 ti;21ti;12 � ti;22ti;11

1 �ti;11

� �
:

(4)

If the reciprocity principle11 applies, the determinant of Ti is

equal to unity (i.e., ti,11 ti,22 � ti,12 ti,21¼ 1), and yi,12

¼�yi,21. In this case, up to sign, Eq. (4) shows that the ad-

mittance matrix is symmetric. This is expected since the

x-component of the acoustic velocity was used instead of the

normal acoustic velocity with normal vector inward to the

construction domain as usually done following an admit-

tance approach. Here, the x-component is preferred with a

view to comply with the classical TMM description.1

A. Case with all open elements upstream and
downstream

Consider that initially all the elements of the construction

are open to air on the upstream and downstream sides.

Following assumptions (1) and (4), since only plane waves

propagate in the surrounding air, the pressure is uniform over

the upstream and downstream faces in the air. This imposes

continuity of pressure at each air-element interface. Similarly,

FIG. 1. Example of a patchwork construction, or acoustic mosaic, made

from a periodic assembly of parallel acoustical elements (e.g., Helmholtz or

quarter wavelength resonator) or materials (e.g., porous or fibrous material).

The periodic elementary patchwork is shown in bold. In this example, the el-

ementary patchwork is composed of N¼ 3 elements.

FIG. 2. Plane wave impinging on the studied parallel construction made of

N parallel elements. The arrows represent plane waves.
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continuity of flow rate is preserved at the interfaces. These

continuity conditions can be written as

PðMiÞ
PðM0iÞ

� �
¼ P

P0

� �
(5)

and

U

U0

� �
¼
X

ri
UðMiÞ
UðM0iÞ

� �
; (6)

where P and U are the uniform acoustic fields in the incident

air medium on the upstream surface of the construction, and

P0 and U0 are the uniform acoustic fields in the transmitted

air medium on its downstream surface. In Eq. (6), ri is the

surface ratio of element i given by

ri ¼ Si=Stotal; (7)

where Si and Stotal are the cross-sectional surface areas of

element i and the construction, respectively. Using the conti-

nuity conditions, Eqs. (5) and (6), and the admittance matrix

system, Eq. (3), it follows

U

U0

� �
¼

X
ri

yi;11 yi;12

yi;21 yi;22

� �
P

P0

� �
:

��
(8)

This is the admittance system of the whole parallel construc-

tion. This admittance system can be reformulated in terms of

a transfer matrix system as

P

U

� �
¼ Tp

P0

U0

� �
; (9)

with

Tp ¼
�1

Rriyi;21

�
Rriyi;22 �1

Rriyi;22Rriyi;11�Rriyi;12Rriyi;21 �Rriyi;11

!
;

(10)

where Tp is the transfer matrix of the parallel construction

when all the elements are open at their ends. This transfer

matrix relates the acoustic fields in the air before the con-

struction to the acoustic fields in the air behind the

material.

B. Case with closed elements downstream

Consider the particular case where some elements are

closed on the downstream side—the rest being open to air.

In this case, each element must be clearly identifiable.

Accordingly, subscript j will stand for open-ended elements

while subscript k will refer to close-ended elements. While

the continuity conditions on the flow rate and the upstream

pressure remain unchanged, the continuity of pressure on the

downstream side is only ensured for the open-ended ele-

ments. Consequently, Eq. (5) becomes

PðMiÞ
PðM0jÞ

� �
¼ P

P0

� �
: (11)

For element k closed to end, the normal velocity vanishes at

M0k, and the admittance system, Eq. (3), yields the following

condition:

PðM0kÞ ¼ �
yk;21

yk;22

P: (12)

Finally, replacing Eq. (5) by Eqs. (11) and (12), and applying

the same procedure, the transfer matrix of the parallel con-

struction can be rewritten as

Tp ¼
�1

Rrjyj;21

Rrjyj;22 �1

Rrjyj;22 Rriyi;11�Rrk
yk;12yk;21

yk;22

� �
� Rrjyj;12Rrjyj;21 Rrk

yk;12yk;21

yk;22

� Rriyi;11

0
BB@

1
CCA: (13)

This time, Tp is the transfer matrix of the parallel construc-

tion where some elements are open to air on the down-

stream side, and some are closed. One can verify that if

there is no close-ended elements (i.e., subscript k vanishes

and subscript j is identical to i), then Eq. (13) is identical to

Eq. (10). A similar development can be done for the case

where some elements are closed on the upstream side, or on

both sides.

While Eq. (13) seems to be general, one needs to

pay attention to the case where all elements are close-ended

(i.e., no j subscript). In this case, Eq. (13) does not hold due

a division by 0 in the term before the matrix. As a matter of

fact, to use Eq. (13), at least one element must be open-

ended. In the situation where all elements are closed to end

(i.e., the construction is backed by a rigid wall), one should

use Eq. (10) to retrieve the acoustic properties. This is simi-

lar to the classical TMM and described in Sec. II C.

Also, it is worth noting that if all elements of the con-

struction are reciprocal, then both systems [Eqs. (10) and

(13)] are in line with the reciprocity principle which stipulates

3



that det(Tp)¼ 1. However, if all elements respect the mate-

rial symmetry condition t11¼ t22 (i.e., same acoustical sur-

face properties on both sides), then only the transfer matrix

of Eq. (10) shows the same symmetry condition.

Finally, it is highlighted that each porous element is

counter-balanced by its surface ratio, and matrix Tp is the

same whatever the element position. Moreover, the construc-

tion of matrix Tp does not require to take into account or to

know the number of similar entities that composed the patch-

work construction. Indeed and for instance, a patchwork

made of four equal elements, where two elements are filled

with material A and the other two with material B, can be

regarded as composed of two elements of material A and

two elements of material B or, because of assumption (4),

one element of material A (r1¼ 50%) and one element of

material B (r2¼ 50%). In fact, with assumption (4), the

acoustic wavelength is supposed to be much larger than the

periodic elementary patch (or mosaic characteristic size) and

thus can be considered as homogeneous. The validation of

this approach is discussed in the experimental part of the

present study.

C. Coupling parallel and serial constructions

The developed transfer matrix for parallel constructions

can be assembled in series with other homogeneous layers

following the classical method. As an example, consider an

air cavity of thickness L modeled by the following 2� 2

transfer:

Tair ¼
cosðk0L cos wÞ j

Z0

cosw
sinðk0L cos wÞ

j
cosw

Z0

sinðkxLÞ cosðk0L cos wÞ

2
664

3
775; (14)

where Z0 and k0 are the characteristic impedance and

wave number in air, and w is the angle of incidence of the

plane wave in air. If the air cavity is backing the patch-

work, the global transfer matrix of the parallel/serial con-

struction is

P

U

� �
¼ TG

P0

U0

� �
with TG ¼ TpTair ¼

T11 T12

T21 T22

� �
:

(15)

From this global transfer matrix, one can calculate the hard-

backing normal incidence sound absorption coefficient and

the anechoic-end normal incidence sound transmission loss

by, respectively,

a ¼ 1� T11 cos W� T21Z0

T11 cos W� T21Z0

����
����
2

(16)

and

NSTL¼ 20 log10

1

2
T11þ T22þ

cosw
Z0

T12þ
Z0

cosw
T21

����
����
!
:

(17)

Note that if the absorption and transmission loss of a patch-

work construction is studied only, the transfer matrix coeffi-

cients to use in Eqs. (16) and (17) are those given by Tp.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS

To obtain the transfer matrix of the patchwork construc-

tion, the transfer matrix of each element must be known. For

the validation results presented in Sec. IV, only rigid or limp

frame open-cell porous elements are considered.

Consequently, transfer matrices of Eq. (2) are used. The

equivalent fluid properties Zceq and keq populating Eq. (2)

are computed by the use of the Johnson-Champoux-Allard

model.1 This model requires five parameters: Porosity, static

airflow resistivity, tortuosity, viscous, and thermal character-

istic lengths (or six parameters for limp frame9 with the addi-

tional parameter being the bulk density of the porous

aggregate). These properties are obtained as described by

Doutres et al.12 Table I depicts the selected porous materials

and their main physical characteristics. Except for material

D, all properties have been experimentally assessed follow-

ing Ref. 12. For material D, where diffusion phenomena

have been evidenced, data published by Olny and Boutin

have been used.13

The predictions obtained with the TMM are systemati-

cally compared to impedance/transmission tube measure-

ments. The schematic of the tube is shown in Fig. 3. It

consists of a 44.5 mm or a 100 mm diameter tube supporting

three microphones. The cut-off (maximum) frequencies of

the tubes are 4100 and 1800 Hz, respectively. From pressure

measurements at the three microphones, normal incidence

(i.e., w¼ 0) sound absorption coefficient and sound transmis-

sion loss are deduced according to the three microphone

method10 and standard ASTM E2611-09.14 All experimental

data are compared to virtual measurements obtained with 3D

acoustical FEM simulations using COMSOL software. The

FEM model is a reproduction of the setup shown in Fig. 3. In

TABLE I. Physical properties of selected materials.

Material / r (N s m-4) K (lm) K0 (lm) a1 q1 (kg/m3)

A Melamine foam 0.999 9724 110 122 1.00 8.3

B Glass wool 0.999 15 957 97 530 1.00 40

C Rock wool 0.960 41 554 92 92 2.59 90

D Rock wool

(diffusion) (Ref. 13)

0.940 135 000 49 166 2.10 —

E Polyurethane foam 0.958 11 188 70 209 1.94 29

FIG. 3. Experimental and FEM model diagram of the three-microphone

impedance/transmission tube.
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the FEM model on COMSOL, parabolic tetrahedral elements

are used to mesh the different acoustic domains of the tube,

and convergence of the results is verified in the frequency

range of interest. Also, the porous elements of the construc-

tion samples are modeled as equivalent fluids using complex

sound speed (ceq¼x/keq, where x is the angular frequency)

and dynamic density (qeq¼Zceq keq/x) given by the

Johnson-Champoux-Allard model previously described.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Parallel construction

1. Normal incidence

The first construction studied is a cylindrical assembly

of N¼ 4 materials in parallel under a normal incidence plane

wave (w¼ 0). The materials are the melamine foam, glass

wool, rock wool, and polyurethane foam corresponding to

materials A, B, C, and E of Table I. Each material represents

25% of the total surface and the cylinder is longitudinally

split into four pieces. The cylinder is 50 mm thick and its di-

ameter is 100 mm. For the impedance tube test, with a view

to respect assumption (3) of the TMM (no pressure diffusion

between elements), each material is isolated by an ABS plas-

tic cross grid inserted in the tube, see Fig. 4. The same setup

is used for the FEM simulation. Figure 4 depicts the absorp-

tion coefficient and the transmission loss of this parallel

construction as a function of frequency. One can notice that

both acoustic properties obtained by the TMM are consistent

with data predicted by the FEM simulation and experiment.

However a divergence between the TMM and FEM data can

be observed at frequencies above 1600 Hz. This is due to the

fact that the grid creates a sound field disturbance that lowers

the cutoff frequency of the tube from 1800 to 1600 Hz. A

modal analysis with the FEM model has confirmed this. To

improve the validity of the TMM, insets of acoustic proper-

ties of each material which compose the parallel assembly

are added in Fig. 4. As you can see, these properties are

clearly different from those of the construction.

2. Oblique incidence

The acoustic properties of the previous construction are

now obtained under oblique incidence. Since no experimen-

tal setup is available for the oblique incidence test, the TMM

is compared to FEM simulation only. The FEM model for

oblique incidence is shown in Fig. 5. A sample is excited by

an oblique plane wave. Since the sample reacts locally

[assumption (2)], the wave is guided along the normal to its

surface, comes out at the same incidence angle, and reflects

FIG. 4. Normal incidence sound absorption coefficient and transmission loss of a parallel assembly of four materials: Melamine foam (A), glass wool (B),

rock wool (D), and polyurethane foam (E). The four materials are inserted in an impervious cross grid. Comparison between TMM, FEM, and experimental

results. Acoustic parameters of each material composing the assembly are inset.

FIG. 5. Schematic view of the oblique

incidence impedance tube setup for the

FEM.
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on the rigid wall. To evaluate the absorption coefficient and

transmission loss, the three microphone method described in

Sec. III is used. This oblique incidence arrangement has al-

ready been used experimentally by Mei et al.15 to estimate

absorption coefficient of a metamaterial under an oblique

incidence plane wave; however, the transmission loss was

not evaluated.

With the aforementioned FEM model, results are

obtained with and without the cross grid at an angle of inci-

dence of 30�. The FEM results with and without the grid are

compared to the TMM results in Fig. 6. Apart from frequen-

cies above 1600 Hz (see discussion above), the TMM

correlates with the cross grid FEM case. However, for the

case without the grid, the discrepancy observed in the trans-

mission loss can be explained by the fact that there is a weak

diffusion between materials. For more about the diffusion

phenomenon, the reader should refer to Sec. IV C. One can

notice, even without the impervious walls between materials,

the absorption coefficient is in line with the TMM results.

This is probably due to the fact that the diffusion is low and

the impedance mismatch between materials acts as a wall.

Overall, from the previous results, one can reasonably con-

clude that the proposed parallel TMM is valid for the parallel

stacking of elements made of different porous materials

FIG. 6. Oblique (30�) incidence sound absorption coefficient and transmission loss of the parallel assembly of four materials, with the cross grid (top), and

without the cross grid (bottom). Comparison between TMM and FEM results.

FIG. 7. Normal incidence sound absorption coefficient and transmission loss of a parallel/series patchwork of melamine foam and air. Comparison between

TMM, FEM, and experimental results. Layout 1 and Layout 2 are simulated with TMM. Acoustic parameters of a full double layer are inset.
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provided that each component is independent [assumption (3)]

or diffusion between adjacent elements is weak (low perme-

ability contrast between adjacent elements). Note that similar

conclusions have been also obtained using different surface

ratios.

B. Parallel/series patchwork

In this section, TMM is used to describe sound absorp-

tion coefficient and transmission loss for a two layered con-

struction, where the first layer is a homogeneous melamine

foam, and the second layer is a parallel stacking of melamine

foam (r¼ 50%) and air (r¼ 50%). The construction is

100 mm thick� 100 mm in diameter. Figure 7 shows a sche-

matic view of the construction, and particularly the two

selected layouts for modeling. For the experimental test and

FEM simulation, no rigid wall between the air and the mela-

mine in the second layer was used. A priori, it seems con-

trary to assumption (3). However, it will be discussed in

Sec. IV C that assumption (3) can be violated under certain

circumstances.

The construction depicted in Fig. 7 can be modeled fol-

lowing two layouts with the TMM. The first layout consists in

modeling a homogeneous layer (layer 1) in series with a paral-

lel construction (layer 2). In that case, the global transfer ma-

trix TG of the multilayer (referred to as layout 1) is obtained

by multiplying transfer matrix T1 [Eq. (2)] of layer 1 and

transfer matrix Tp of heterogeneous layer 2. The second lay-

out consists in modeling two elements in parallel. In that case,

the global transfer matrix TG of the multilayer (referred to as

layout 2) is obtained by the parallel assembly of transfer ma-

trix T1Tair of element 1 and transfer matrix T2 of element 2.

Figure 7 depicts the absorption coefficient and the trans-

mission loss of the parallel/series configuration predicted by

the TMM, the FEM, and the experiments. As one can note,

the experimental results show frame resonance. Below the

first frame resonance at 400 Hz, the behavior is mainly

stiffness-controlled, and above the first resonance it becomes

partially mass controlled. Consequently to take into account

for the mass effect of the frame above the resonance, a limp

frame equivalent fluid model9 is used for the TMM.

However, if one wants to better capture the low-frequency

behavior, a rigid frame model could be used below the first

resonance.

Overall, the comparisons in Fig. 7 show that the TMM

correlates well with both the FEM and the experiments.

However, one can notice that the TMM predictions of the

transmission loss of the two layouts are slightly different

(61 dB). It is thought that this difference is associated with

the fact that assumption (2) is partly violated in layout 1 in

the vicinity of the interface between both layers. However,

the predictions remain satisfactory with both layouts. To

comfort it, in Fig. 7, the insets of acoustic parameters of a

full double layer are presented. By halving the second layer,

sound absorption is similar to one obtained for a full double

layer with a slight decrease at 1500 Hz However, its impact

on transmission is most important and well reproduced by

the model developed TM. Halving the second layer reduces

TL by approximately 3 dB in this case.

A similar configuration has also been studied by Lanoye

et al.16 Their work is an investigation of the acoustic per-

formance of sound absorbing patches through a numerical

wave based prediction method (WBM), where its main

advantage is that the sound absorbing patches do not have to

FIG. 8. Normal incidence sound absorption coefficient of the two parallel/s-

eries patchworks of melamine foam and air (case 4), and melamine foam

and rigid solid (case 5). Comparison between TMM and the results of

Lanoye et al. for WBM.

FIG. 9. Acoustic pressure field at 2000 Hz in the middle plane of an impedance tube (source is on the right) to highlight the diffusion phenomenon in a macro

perforated rock wool sample backed by an air cavity.
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be locally reacting. This method has been validated experi-

mentally for a normal incidence sound absorption case in a

0.6� 0.6 m2 impedance tube. Figure 8 shows the comparison

between the TMM and the WBM for two configurations.

The first configuration is 50 mm thick layer of melamine

foam stacked on a 50 mm thick parallel assembly of 50%

melamine foam and 50% air. This configuration refers to

case 4 in the paper by Lanoye et al. The second configura-

tion is similar to the first one, where the air element is

replaced by a perfectly rigid element. This second configura-

tion refers to case 5 in the paper by Lanoye et al. As can be

seen in Fig. 8, the TMM correlates with the WBM; however,

the TMM is more computationally efficient. Note that the

melamine foam is modeled as a poroelastic material in the

work by Lanoye et al.; this explains oscillations in the WBM

results due to frame vibrations.

C. Double porosity media with diffusion

Double porosity medium can be seen as parallel con-

structions. Olny et al.13 have shown that for such media,

interaction phenomena may occur depending upon perme-

ability contrast. This latter is given by media size, surface

ratio between media, contact shape, and distribution of the

first medium with regard to the second one. Indeed, in the

case of low permeability contrasts, no interaction exists.

According to Olny and Boutin, the velocity field is slightly

disturbed and thus the pressure field is almost uniform.

Consequently, the TMM is expected to give good results.

Moreover, for low permeability contrasts, no physical rigid

walls are required to isolate media, which allows new

decompositions as discussed in Sec. IV B. For high perme-

ability contrasts, the pressure and velocity fields are both

disturbed and the interaction appears as diffusion phenom-

ena. The TMM is used to attempt modeling a diffusion

case. Based on a previous work published by Sgard et al.,17

a rock wool block sample having a perforated hole at the

center is modeled by FEM. The block is 83 mm high,

83 mm wide, and 115 mm thick, and the perforation diame-

ter is 32 mm. Figure 9 shows the acoustic pressure field at

2000 Hz obtained by FEM simulation in the middle plane

of the simulated impedance tube. As can be seen, this pres-

sure is not uniform along the plane and seems to be diffused

in rock wool. Figure 10 depicts the absorption coefficient

and the transmission loss of this sample obtained by TMM

and FEM simulations. It is clear that data obtained by FEM

and TMM are not in line. It is also interesting to note that

the transmission loss obtained by TMM exhibits a drop at

around 1500 Hz corresponding to the perforation length. It

can be explained by the fact that the perforated rockwool

behaves as an expansion chamber because TMM creates a

virtual impervious wall between air and rockwool and their

FIG. 10. Normal incidence sound absorption coefficient and transmission loss of a macro perforated rock wool of high static airflow resistivity. Comparison

between TMM and FEM results.

FIG. 11. Normal incidence sound absorption coefficient of the MPP absorber array consisting of a MPP of 1% perforation ratio, 0.5 mm thick, and orifice di-

ameter d. The MPP is backed by three parallel air gap of thickness 25, 50, and 100 mm, respectively. Comparison between TMM and Wang and Huang results

for two orifice diameters: 0.5 mm (left) and 0.8 mm (right).
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contrast is very important: The perforation in the rockwool

appears as a cylinder with an impervious wall which

reduces the section of the impedance tube.

In conclusion, if no impervious walls isolate the parallel

elements of a construction, the TMM, as defined in this paper,

is valid as long as permeability contrast is low. This explains

why the TMM gave good results in Secs. IV A and IV B when

the isolating grid was removed. In fact, the permeability con-

trast between air and melamine foam elements is low.

D. MPP absorber array

Wang and Huang18 have investigated acoustic properties

of three parallel-arranged MPP absorbers with different cavity

depths. Analytical method, FEM, and experimental data have

been compared with samples under normal incidence. The

three cavity depths were 25, 50, and 100 mm. Each panel

occupies one-third of the total surface. The MPP is character-

ized by an orifice diameter d, a thickness of 0.5 mm, and a

perforation ratio of 1%. The TMM formulation consists in a

parallelization of a series of transfer matrices made of MPPs

with air cavity. Figure 11 compares the TMM to the results of

Wang and Huang for two MPPs, one with an orifice diameter

d¼ 0.5 mm, and one with d¼ 0.8 mm. As expected, TMM

and Wang and Huang results are in good agreement. If the

setup of the model and computation time are taken into

account, the proposed parallel TMM is by far quicker than

FEM simulations in this case.

E. Simulation of 3D configurations

Sections IV A to IV D have been devoted to the vali-

dation and limitations of the proposed parallel TMM

through examples. It has been shown that series and parallel

matrices can be combined in order to describe a sample made

of heterogeneous layers. Thus a question arises: Is it possible
to describe a 3D configuration with the parallel/series TMM?

To answer this question, a volume can be discretized into ele-

mentary or representative volumes as in a finite element con-

cept. The surface of each elementary volume can be

decomposed into several parallel cells. To reconstruct the

entire configuration, it is necessary to stack, in series, the ele-

mentary volumes describing several materials stacked in par-

allel. To illustrate this approach two examples are presented

below.

1. Example 1: Anechoic cone

The first example is an anechoic cone made of mela-

mine foam. As previously explained, to model this 3D

configuration by TMM, the volume must be discretized in

many serial layers and parallel elements. For the parallel

elements, the surface ratios of each constituent must be

determined. Figure 12 gives all the geometrical details

required for the modeling. An anechoic cone can be con-

sidered as a stack of disks, where the radius of each disk

can be expressed as a function of the distance from the

cone summit by trigonometric relations. At distance Lx,

the surface areas of melamine and air are respectively

given by

SmelaðLxÞ ¼ pR2
x ¼ p

R2

L2
L2

x

SairðLxÞ ¼ pR2 1� L2
x

L2

� �
:

8>>><
>>>:

(18)

FIG. 12. Geometrical description of the anechoic cone.

FIG. 13. Normal incidence sound absorption coefficient and transmission loss of the anechoic cone of melamine foam. The cone is 100 mm long and 100 mm

in diameter. Comparison between TMM and FEM results.

FIG. 14. Geometrical description of the three spheres of melamine foam in

series.
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The cone is divided into 45 layers which correspond to the

minimum discretization where TMM resolution converges.

A 3D FEM model was used to evaluate the absorption coeffi-

cient and the transmission loss of the anechoic cone follow-

ing the method described in Sec. III. Figure 13 compares the

TMM and FEM results for a 300 mm long and 100 mm in di-

ameter anechoic cone. As noted, both methods are in

agreement.

2. Example 2: Three melamine spheres in series

The second example is a series of three spheres of melamine

foam of 100 mm in diameter as shown in Fig. 14. As for the

cone, a sphere is made of disk stacking where the radius is a

function of distance from the sphere extremities. In this case, the

surface ratio is periodical from one sphere to another. At distance

Lx, the melamine and air surface areas are respectively given by

SmelaðLxÞ ¼ pR2
x ¼ pðR2 � ðLx � RÞ2Þ

SmelaðLxÞ ¼ pR2
x ¼ pðR2 � ðLx � 2R� RÞ2Þ

SmelaðLxÞ ¼ pR2
x ¼ pðR2 � ðLx � 4R� RÞ2Þ

if Lx � 2R

if Lx > 2R and Lx � 4R

if Lx > 4R and Lx � 6R

8>><
>>:
SairðLxÞ ¼ pR2 � SmelaðLxÞ:

8>>>><
>>>>:

(19)

To yield convergence of the TMM, each sphere was divided

into 35 layers. A 3D FEM model was used to evaluate

the absorption coefficient and the transmission loss of the

spheres of melamine foam in series. Figure 15 presents the

results obtained with TMM and FEM. Once again, both

methods give similar results.

The two previous 3D configurations showed that the

proposed parallel TMM coupled to the classical serial TMM

can handle 3D problems not possible to handle with the clas-

sical TMM only. In fact, the classical TMM is limited to lat-

erally infinite and homogeneous multilayer samples.

Consequently, the proposed approach could be referred to as

an element transfer matrix method (ETMM). It is important

to highlight that the computation time of this ETMM is a

fraction of that of the FEM.

V. CONCLUSION

An extension to the TMM has been developed to handle

a parallel assembly of multiple elements. It has been shown

that the parallel TMM compares well with experimental and

FEM results on 2D or 3D configurations. The method relies

on five main assumptions and it has been shown that some

assumptions may not be satisfied. However, this does not

necessarily affect the accuracy of the predictions made with

the proposed method. One of the key assumptions is that

there is no pressure diffusion between adjacent parallel ele-

ments. It has been shown than when the permeability

contrast between adjacent elements is weak, the proposed

parallel TMM works. However, for high permeability

contrasts, the method clearly fails. Also, the approach

has been able to handle more complex 3D configurations

of finite lateral dimensions following a 3D discretization

of the geometry. In this way, similar to the FEM, the

proposed method becomes an ETMM. Such an ETMM

can be useful to optimize and analyze heterogeneous

structured surfaces and volumes which are characteristic

to acoustic metamaterials.
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